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Fiberglass Boat Repair By Tonya Tackett For many people, the summertime means a season of outings, outdoor living and people in boats. Unfortunately, the weather can be unforgiving, and a storm can ruin an entire dayâ€™s trip, or put your personal safety in jeopardy. At Pinnacle
Machine, we provide our customers with all of their fiberglass repair needs, including repairs to outboards, motors, fuel injection systems, a/c systems, carburetors, intakes, transmissions, drive shafts, and wheel wells. Because we have been in business for almost 30 years, we are
able to offer an excellent quality repair at a fair price. Olen Marine Motors Olen is a top class manufacturer of outboard and inflatable engines. They offer a wide selection of engines for every type of use. Their engines are the best in the business and come equipped with all the
features people want. Recently they have been updating their engines with technologically advanced features and quality components. Their products are built to last and offer many years of dependable performance.Â Dorman Marine Motors Dorman has been a leading manufacturer
of outboard motors for over 30 years. They currently offer four product families of outboard motors and associated parts. They are a top manufacturer of low horsepower units with power levels varying from 40 to 500 hp. They also offer mid-range motors including engine blocks, lowspeed shaft assemblies, speed range drives, high-speed shaft assemblies and transaxle assemblies. Their catamaran units make for a superb cruising and racing power unit. Overhead Services Overhead services, such as a/c repair, repainting and cleaning, are a part of any marine
repair. At Pinnacle Machine, we offer a number of overhead services, including tarping, roofing, and carpeting. We also provide pressure washing and dry-walling. Whether you need a little help at a difficult time, or to have your boat built, we are happy to meet your needs. Universal
Marine Universal Marine is one of the biggest suppliers of outboard motors in the world. They have been providing quality outboard motors to customers worldwide for almost 30 years. Today they offer performance-oriented performance outboard motors in a complete line of four and
six cylinder engines, featuring many innovative features that will help provide your boat with the best performance in the sport of fishing. Repair A-PLACE-1ST 2 6d1f23a050
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